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(X;x) = 0 (1)
(X(x) denoting the center of mass (CM) (relative) coordinate of meson), where the M
2
is squared mass operator including only a central, (Dirac) spinor
-independent conning potential. The WF is separated into the plane wave describing
















































; () represents the positive (negative) frequency
part; and n does a freedom of excitation. We have the following eld theoretical expression




































































































) denotes the quark eld (its Pauli-conjugate) and jM
n
i does the composite
meson state. The internal WF is, concerning the spin-dependence, expanded in terms of
a complete set fW
(i)
g of free bi-Dirac spinors of quarks and anti-quarks; and the Fierz-

















































denote,respectively, the sign and pseudo-Kronecker symbols) is used.
The meson WF satises, as is seen from Eq.(3), the self-conjugate condition, leading to




































3. Complete Set of Spin Wave Function and Heavy-quark Meson Systems
We set up the conventional \free" Dirac spinors with four-momentum of composite






















(P )(s = 1; 2)) for anti-quarks. It is to be noted that all four spinors are
necessary for both quarks and anti-quarks inside of mesons. Then the complete set of





































































































In the following we give only the expressions of (+)-frequency parts, and consider only the ground









( P)) denote the Dirac spinors with positive energy
and momentumP and with negative energy and momentum P, respectively, describing
quarks (anti-quarks). In Eq.(6) we have dened technically the momenta of constituent































The respective members in Eq.(6) satisfy a couple of the corresponding free Dirac equa-
tions in momentum space (which are equivalent to the (conventional or new-type of)
Bargman-Wigner Equations) and are expressed in terms of their irreducible composite
meson WF as follows:













































































































(P ) = 0. Here it is to be noted that, in each type of the above members, the
number of freedom counted both in the quark representation and in the meson represen-
tation is equal, as it should be (2  2 = 4 and 1 + 3 = 4, respectively). Also it may
be amusing to note that each constituent in all the above members is in \parton-like
motion," having the same 3-dimentional velocity as that of total mesons. (For example,




















In the heavy quarkonium (Q






, only non-relativistic motions with positive energy. Accordingly
the bi-spinor U is considered to be applied to Q

Q system as a covariant spin WF. In the
heavy-light quark meson Qq(q






relativistic motions both with positive and negative energies. Accordingly both the bi-
spinors U and C (U and D) are to be applied to the Qq(q

Q) system, and in this system
there is a possibility of existence of new composite scalar and axial-vector mesons(see





, relativistic motions both with positive and negative energies. Accordingly
the (linear combinations to be specied shortly of) bispinors U and V are applied to the
qq-system, and in this system there is a possibility of existence of an extra(, in addition,
to a normal) set of composite pseudo-scalar and vector mesons.
4. Light-Quark Meson Systems and Chiral Symmetry
A)[Charge conjugation] properties of the bi-spinors and, correspondingly, of the com-
































































































B)[Chiral transformation] properties of composite mesons are also derived straight-
























C)[Light-quark meson system-\chiral SU(6) multiplet"]
The quark representation applying to the light-quark mesons is obtained by the linear






































































































 0; and U
P
s
denotes the coeÆcient bi-spinors of P
s
and so on ),
where we have given also the charge-conjugation parity of the corresponding (hidden





(1)) are easily seen to be similar as the conventional ones as
1$ i
5



















D)[\Local chiral SU(6) eld"]
Extending our considerations to include the ( )-frequency part, we are led to a unied



































































































In this talk we have pointed out a possibility of existence of the new composite meson
multiplets, when both or either constituent quark-excitons have \negative" energies and
momenta. Here we should like to point out that the chiral symmetry of QCD guarantees
this to be the case, and there exist some candidates (to be discussed elsewhere) for these
new multiplets.
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